Twonky Server 7.1.x
QA information
N/A
Based on 7.0.9

Twonky Server 7.1.6
Customer specific release; no public change log.

Twonky Server 7.1.5
Bug fixes
Fixed a bug for clients that have the FORCE_FOURTH_FIELD quirk (UPC STB, Samsung TV).
The OP flag for NON-DLNA content was missing. With this back in place .mov (and other)
videos play trick modes (pause/ffw/frew) for NON-DLNA content.

Twonky Server 7.1.4
Customer specific release; no public change log.

Twonky Server 7.1.3
Improvements
Added video .ogg support

Bug fixes
Fixed a bug when client entries were duplicated in the client list
Fixed the DLNA profile for WMV9 video/WMA
Fixed a bug when the embedded album art in mp3 files is png

Twonky Server 7.1.2
Improvements
*.flv or *.f4v container with MP3 content are now correctly
recognized as audio.

Bug fixes
Fixed a problem for .mov videos where sometimes the resolution was wrong
MacOS versions are signed now

Twonky Server 7.1.1
New Features
Added PIFF support: .isma and .ismv file extensions
Added support for MP3 included in in FLV/F4v container

Improvements

Twonky Server 7.1.6
Twonky Server 7.1.5
Twonky Server 7.1.4
Twonky Server 7.1.3
Twonky Server 7.1.2
Twonky Server 7.1.1
Twonky Server 7.1

Improved subtitle support (.srt) for mpg,mkv,avi,wmv files. Please note that you have to make a
database rebuild if you add subtitle files after content file.

Bug fixes
Fixed: Aggregation feature
Fixed a problem with .mp4 videos that caused high CPU-usage
Fixed a performance issue when trying to share a non-existing location
Fixed high Resolution icon support for TwonkyServer
Fixed a problem with saving username & password on the web UI
Fixed a bug for myTwonky's myFavoritePhotos; through JSON and RSS only the thumbnails
were shown
Fixed a bug for beaming audio via Airplay
Fixed the whitelisted directories for MacOS

Known Issues
If a shared folder option is set to “Video” only .mp4-videos (and maybe other container formats)
are not detected and therefore not shown in the shared media items. As workaround: Set the
shared folder option to “All content types”.

Twonky Server 7.1
New Features
Added Airplay support for Beaming(Airplay support not available on Linux)
Added auto-update for TwonkyServer
Added auto-update for device-database
Added Bookmarks / Crosslinks

Improvements
Improved speed for browse and search requests for scaled images
Added ability to upload playlists from files
Improved support for "Netgear EVA91x0"
Improved support for "Naim Audio Streamer"
Improved aggregation performance
Improved handling of embedded album art and of embedded thumbnails
Improved mpeg handling for some Sony devices
Improved YouTube handling
Improved interoperability with some Samsung TVs
Improved sharing options for mobile apps
Improved settings pages

Bug fixes
Fixed a problem when trying to create a new user for “sync”
Fixed a problem with the duration display for videos from myTwonky.com
Fixed a problem when MP3 files were tagged with ID3 v.2.3.0
Fixed a problem with default album art
Fixed thumbnail display for .mp4 files on Sony PS3
Fixed a server restart issue when changing the language settings
Fixed Most Viewed and Last Viewed playlist and slideshow misbehavior
Fixed a problem when more than one external drive is attached and the server is restarted
Fixed a problem for Mac OS that disabled automated server restart after changing myTwonky.
com username
Fixed a problem that made the advanced menu inaccessible after changing the language
settings
Fixed a problem with the Twonky shortcut and myTwonky.com where TwonkyServer did not
start and myTwonky.com page did not open after installation
Fixed language setting problems for Netherlands.
Fixed some wakeup problems when the system running TwonkyServer was on hibernate or
sleep
Added some missing translations (CHS,CHT,KO,FI)
Fixed a problem with embedded album art for WD TV Live.
Fixed a problem where the last shared folder couldn't be removed via web settings page
Fixed a problem when there were more than 20 nested folders
Fixed a problem for Philips TVs (e.g. Models 7605, 8605) with streaming DivX/Xvid
Fixed a problem where the initial child count was displayed incorrectly

Other changes
New terms of service (TOS)

Known Issues
Aggregation feature is not working as intended. The fixed feature
will be available for 7.1.1

